Training offered at Eurostat 2006 (non exhaustive list of courses)
(not included: training offer provided Commission wide or by other EU institutions)

Statistics
Conference on "Seasonality, Seasonal Adjustment"

(Eurostat internal courses)
Introduction aux Statistiques
Introduction to statistics (EN) - (Inferential Statistics)
Statistiques - Echantillonnage
Statistiques - Techniques variables
Statistiques - Analyse des séries chronologiques - cours avancé
European Union Trade Statistics

The European System of Accounts 1995 (ESA 95)
National Accounts in Theory and practice - MODULE 1
National Accounts in theory and practice - MODULE 2
National Accounts in theory and practice - MODULE 3
National Accounts in theory and practice - MODULE 4

Linear Algebra in Statistical Applications
Writing Statistics
Synthetic view of the data and alternative ways of presenting data
The SDDS format for documenting statistical data
The standard SDDS format for drafting reference metadata

European Statistical Training Programme (ESTP)
(mainly for statisticians from member countries of the European Statistical System (ESS) and Eurostat)

Nomenclatures, Classifications and their Harmonisation Austria, Vienna
Quality Management in Statistics Austria, Vienna
National accounts in practice Finland, Helsinki
Quality Measurement in Statistics Italy, Rome
Non-response in Household surveys Netherlands, Voorburg
Quality Management in Statistical Agencies Sweden, Stockholm
Seasonal adjustment Eurostat, Luxembourg
Dissemination: European Statistical Data Support (ESDS) Eurostat, Luxembourg
Data analysis and data modelling Switzerland, Neuchâtel
Structural Business Statistics Eurostat, Luxembourg
Use of administrative sources Norway, Oslo
Producer prices for services Eurostat, Luxembourg
National accounts in practice Netherlands, Voorburg
Dissemination Norway, Oslo
ES95 - Sector accounts Eurostat, Luxembourg
The EU Labour Force Survey Eurostat, Luxembourg
EU trade statistics Eurostat Luxembourg
Prodcom Eurostat, Luxembourg
**Induction to Eurostat**
Welcome meeting for newcomers to Eurostat
Newcomers Information Seminar - Horizontal units
Newcomers Seminar on the work carried out by Eurostat's Directorates

**Management**

Total Quality Management
Project Management - Course for Project Sponsors
Gestion de projets à Eurostat - Cours d'introduction pour gestionnaires de projets
Compétences techniques
Organisation efficace du travail
Planning Techniques for project managers
Process Management skills for process pilots and process teams
La participation à un Comité d'Evaluation dans le cadre d'appels d'offres
Risk Analysis for project managers and process pilots

**Budget and Finance**

Invoices - Aspects comptables - garanties
Analyse financière des demandes de paiement dans le cadre des subventions
Financial Liability
Financial aspects of evaluation committees in the field of action grants
Le nouveau cahier des charges: présentation et recommandations
Marchés et Contrats
Présentation des modèles de contrats de marché (services et fournitures)

**Job related training**

Introduction à NOMCOM et le classement à Eurostat (document administration/filing)
GESMES and Eurostat GESMES Tools
Personal Data Protection
Qui Fait Quoi
Training to Train for occasional trainers

**Quality**

Quality Management in Statistical Agencies
EFQM Awareness Session
Total Quality Management

**Lunchtime presentations (2 hours)**

Lunch Time Presentation - European Socio-Economic Classification
Lunch Time Presentation : Eurostat's Project Management Methodology (PMM)
Lunch Time Presentation: Virtual Fax - comment l'utiliser
Lunch Time Presentation: Information society statistics - experience and future perspectives

**IT courses**

Courses on applications, tools, programming, user support…

**Language courses (for all EU institutions)**

All EU languages and other (all levels)